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2 KURT OTTO AND ELISABETH LARSSON1. Introduction. The Helmholtz equation arises in many physical applications,e.g., scattering problems in electromagnetics and acoustics [Ernst94], [AbKr94]. Inrealistic applications, a wide range of wavenumbers is often of interest. For a niteelement (or nite-dierence) discretization of the two-dimensional Helmholtz equa-tion, it is necessary that the number of grid points grows faster than quadraticallyin the wavenumber in order to maintain a given accuracy [BaGoTu85a], [IhlBa97].Thus, for high wavenumbers, the discretized Helmholtz equation \leads to a hugelinear system of equations" [AbKr94]. Due to the large bandwidth, the storage re-quirement renders Gaussian elimination prohibitive. To handle high wavenumbersand large domains for the Helmholtz equation in duct acoustics, Abrahamsson andKreiss [AbKr94] devised a special iteration technique related to separation of vari-ables. However, the eectiveness of the method relies on the degree of separability ofthe problem. Another way to address the computational diculties for the discretizedHelmholtz equation is to design iterative methods. Bayliss et al. [BaGoTu83] used apreconditioned conjugate gradient method applied to the normal equations for a niteelement discretization [BaGuTu82]. Due to the ill-conditioning of the normal equa-tions, the unpreconditioned algorithm suered from extremely slow convergence. Theconvergence rate was substantially improved through preconditioners based on sym-metric successive overrelaxation [BaGoTu83]; or a multigrid V -cycle [BaGoTu85b],[Gold82]; only for the Laplacian part of the Helmholtz operator. Recently, the itera-tive quasi-minimal residual algorithmhas been applied to capacitance matrixmethodsfor exterior Helmholtz problems [Ernst94].The objective of this paper is to develop a technique for solving the Helmholtzequation with an iterative method. In order to be a viable method, it should exploitthe sparsity of the discretization matrix in an ecient way, converge rapidly, and becompetitive with Gaussian elimination in regard to the total arithmetic complexity.Our approach is to apply a preconditioned Krylov subspace method [FrGoNa92] di-rectly to the discretized equations. Typically and especially for high wavenumbers,the discretization matrix is large, complex, indenite, and ill-conditioned. As a result,standard preconditioning techniques like diagonal scaling and incomplete LU decom-position are likely to do poorly. Instead we construct preconditioners based on fasttransforms, see [Otto96] and the survey in [ChanNg96]. In order to get a highly struc-tured matrix, facilitating the design of the preconditioner, a nite-dierence methodis used for the discretization. For the same reason, special attentention is given tothe choice of radiation boundary conditions. A nite element method would be moreexible for complicated geometries, but also less amenable to fast transform-basedpreconditioners. This is particularly noticeable for higher orders of approximation,where some of the degrees of freedom typically are not node values.The paper is organized as follows. In x2 the governing equations, the boundaryconditions, and the nite-dierence discretization of a Helmholtz problem are derived.The specic problem is the propagation of hydroacoustic waves in a curvilinear duct.The same technique would easily carry over to, e.g., an electromagnetic waveguide.Issues concerning the preconditioner are treated in x3. Section 4 is devoted to com-putational aspects with an emphasis on resolution criteria, i.e., relations between thewavenumber, the grid size, and the desired accuracy. Finally, numerical experimentsare presented in x5 followed by conclusions.2. The model problem. In this section the theory needed to determine thesystem of equations for the model problem is discussed.
SECOND-ORDER HELMHOLTZ SOLVER 32.1. Notation. The quantity Im denotes the identity matrix of order m. Thesquare matrices diagj;m(j) and tridj;m(j; j; j) are dened in the following way:diagj;m(j) = 0B@ 1 . . . m 1CA ;tridj;m(j; j; j) = 0BBBBB@ 1 12 2 2. . . . . . . . .m 1 m 1 m 1m m 1CCCCCA :2.2. Governing equations. We study the propagation of time-harmonic soundwaves under water. Neglecting sound absorption and assuming that the uid is homo-geneous, the waves are governed by the Helmholtz equation  @2u@x21   @2u@x22   2u = 0;(1)where u(x1; x2) is the phasor of the acoustic pressure <e(u(x1; x2)e i2ft). Thewavenumber is given by  = 2f=c, where f is the frequency, and c = 1500 m/sis the sound speed. For heterogeneous media, the sound speed and consequently thewavenumber would depend on the space coordinates.We consider a physical domain x1 = x1(1; 2)x2 = x2(1; 2)that can be mapped onto the unit square 0  1  10  2  1via an orthogonal transformation. Equation (1) is then transformed into  @@1 a @u@1  @@2 a 1 @u@2  eu = 0;(2)where the metric coecients a and e are given bya =vuuuut@x1@2 2 + @x2@2 2@x1@1 2 + @x2@1 2 ;e = 2vuut @x1@1 2 + @x2@1 2! @x1@2 2 + @x2@2 2!:















Fig. 1. The physical domain.For the problem to be well-posed, conditions are needed on all four boundaries.Our model problem is partly xed by letting the physical boundary  1 be a soft wall(air), whereas  2 is a rigid wall (rock). The sound eld is generated by a source alongx2 = 0, specied by a source term g(1)  g(x1(1; 0)). At x2 = d2 an articial far-zone boundary has been introduced. Originally, the domain is semi-innite (d2 !1),but for computational reasons it is truncated by assigning d2 some nite value. Forthe soft wall  1, the boundary condition is u = 0 (pressure release). This leads tou(0; 2) = 0; 0  2  1;(3)in the computational domain. Since the bottom  2 is rigid, a condition on the normalderivative is imposed: @u@n = 0; (x1; x2) 2  2:Due to the orthogonal transformation this becomes@u@1 (1; 2) = 0; 0  2  1:(4) For the radiation conditions at the near- and far-zone boundaries, Dirichlet{to{Neumann (DtN) maps [KeGi89] are employed. The main reason for choosing nonlocalDtN maps, instead of the local radiation conditions described in [BaGuTu82], is thatdiscretized DtN maps are more apt to preconditioning by fast transforms. Our de-sign of radiation conditions follows the principles outlined in [FixMa78], where avariational formulation of DtN conditions was derived for an axially symmetric ductparametrized by cylindrical coordinates. Boundary conditions based on DtN mapsrequire the boundary in question to be a separable coordinate surface. Moreover, forthe radiation condition in [FixMa78], it is implicitly assumed that the duct could beextended beyond the articial boundary by parallel straight walls. This is a so-calledanechoical termination [AbKr94]. Since the wavenumber  is independent of 2, theabove prerequisites are fullled by requiring the duct to be at only in an innitesimalneighborhood of x2 = d2 and x2 = 0. In the present application, the wavenumberis actually a constant. Thus, without any signicant loss of accuracy we can use the
SECOND-ORDER HELMHOLTZ SOLVER 5slightly more restrictive assumption that, in the vicinity of x2 = 0, there is a localtransformation  x1 = 1d`; 0  1  1;x2 = 2d2:Substituting this into (2), together with (3) and (4), yields8><>:  d2d` @2u@21   d`d2 @2u@22   2d`d2u = 0;u(0; 2) = 0;@u@1 (1; 2) = 0:(5)The condition at the near-zone boundary is based on the fact that the solution for0  1  1; 2  0;can be obtained through separation of variables, i.e., u(1; 2) =  (1)'(2). Solv-ing (5) with this ansatz gives m(1) = p2 sin((m   12 )1); m = 1; 2; : : : ;'m(2) = Am exp(ip m2) +Bm exp( ip m2); m = 1; 2; : : : ;where m =  (m   12)d2=d`2   (d2)2:The eigenfunctions f m(1)g1m=1 are orthonormal with respect to the scalar producthf; gi  Z 10 f (1)g(1)d1:The general solution to the eigenproblem (5) becomesu(1; 2) = 1Xm=1Am m(1) exp(ip m2) + Bm m(1) exp( ip m2):(6)For mode indices below the cuto limit, i.e.,m  ` = d` + 12 ;(7)the eigenvalues m become negative, yielding propagating modes. If m were positive,we would get evanescent modes. Analogously to the motivation in [FixMa78], theinuence of the evanescent modes is neglible, especially on the far eld. Thus, anappropriate way to truncate the series in (6) is to retain only the terms with modeindices m  `. The situation is somewhat dierent for a purely exterior Helmholtzproblem, where an appropriate truncation of DtN maps is a more delicate matter[GrKe95].The Am-terms in (6) correspond to rightgoing waves, and the Bm-terms corre-spond to leftgoing waves. In our model we have a source at the left boundary. We willtreat the rightgoing waves as originating from a \truncated" point source positionedat depth 1 = s by lettingAm = h m(1); g(1)i =  m(s); m = 1; : : : ; `:(8)
6 KURT OTTO AND ELISABETH LARSSONNote that leftgoing waves are feasible in order to handle possible reections from thecurved bottom. Inserting (7) and (8) into (6) yieldsu(1; 2) = X̀m=1 m(s) m(1) exp(ip m2) +Bm m(1) exp( ip m2):(9)The coecients Bm are determined from the solution by exploiting the orthonormalityof the functions  m(1). From (9) we getBm = h m(1); u(1; 0)i    m(s):(10)The nonlocal boundary condition at 2 = 0 is obtained by dierentiating (9) withrespect to 2 and using (10). Thus,  @u@2 (1; 0)   i X̀m=1p mh m(1); u(1; 0)i m(1)=  i X̀m=1 2p m m(s) m(1):(11)The boundary condition at 2 = 1 is derived in a similar way. Due to the anechoicaltermination of the duct, there are no reections, i.e., only rightgoing waves:u(1; 2) = rXm=1Am m(1) exp ip m(2   1);(12)where m =  (m   12 )d2=dr2   (d2)2;r = dr + 12 :The coecients Am are determined byAm = h m(1); u(1; 1)i:(13)Dierentiation of (12) and insertion of (13) gives the condition for the far-zone bound-ary: @u@2 (1; 1)  i rXm=1p mh m(1); u(1; 1)i m(1) = 0:(14)2.4. Discretization. Now when the analytical problem is dened, we design thenumerical method. Introduce a uniform grid as 1;j = jh1; j = 0; : : : ;m1 + 1;2;k =  k   32h2; k = 1; : : : ;m2;where h1 = 1m1 + 12 ; h2 = 1m2   2 :
SECOND-ORDER HELMHOLTZ SOLVER 7Let uj;k denote the approximate solution at the point (1;j; 2;k). We use centereddierence operators to obtain second-order accuracy. Equation (2) is approximatedwith   h 21  aj+12 ;k(uj+1;k   uj;k)  aj 12 ;k(uj;k   uj 1;k)  h 22  a 1j;k+12 (uj;k+1   uj;k)   a 1j;k 12 (uj;k   uj;k 1)  ej;kuj;k = 0(15)for inner points k = 2; : : : ;m2   1 and j = 1; : : : ;m1. The boundary conditions (3)and (4) become u0;k = 0; k = 1; : : : ;m2;(16) um1+1;k = um1;k; k = 1; : : : ;m2:(17)For the other two boundaries matters are more complicated. We discretize themodal expansions involving the eigenfunctions  m(1) by evaluating them on the1-grid, i.e., m  f m(1;j)gm1j=1 = np2 sin  (m  12)jh1om1j=1 ; m = 1; : : : ;m1;(18)and by approximating the integrals with a second-order accurate combination of thecomposite trapezoid rule and the rectangle rule. Our specic choice of 1-grid andquadrature rule makes the column vectors (18) orthonormal with respect to the dis-crete scalar product h m;  ni   mh1 n  Z 10  m(1) n(1)d1:Moreover, a second-order accurate nite-dierence discretization of the eigenproblemyields exactly the same eigenvectors as (18). The resulting discretization of condi-tions (11) and (14) ish 12 (u1   u2)  i X̀m=1p m m mh1 12 (u1 + u2) =  i X̀m=1 2p m m(s) m;(19) h 12 (um2   um2 1)  i rXm=1p m m mh1 12 (um2 1 + um2) = 0;(20)where uk  (u1;k    um1;k)T :This can be written (Im1  C`)u1 + ( Im1  C`)u2 = g1;( Im1   Cr)um2 1 + (Im1   Cr)um2 = 0;where C` = ih2 X̀m=1p m m mh12 ; Cr = ih2 rXm=1p m m mh12 ;(21)
8 KURT OTTO AND ELISABETH LARSSONg1 =  ih2 X̀m=1 2p m m(s) m:Notice that m depends on the depth and is dierent for the left and right boundaries.Applying (15) to inner grid points, using (19) and (20), and eliminating theboundary values dened by (16) and (17) gives the complete system of equationsBu = g;u  0BBB@ u1u2...um2 1CCCA; g = 0BBB@ g10...0 1CCCA; B = tridk;m2(Bk; 1; Bk;0; Bk;1);where B1;0 = Im1  C`; B1;1 =  Im1   C`;Bm2; 1 =  Im1   Cr; Bm2 ;0 = Im1  Cr;(22)and for k = 2; : : : ;m2   1:Bk; 1 = diagj;m1( a 1j;k  12 );Bk;0 = tridj;m1( aj  12 ;k; j;k; aj+ 12 ;k);Bk;1 = diagj;m1( a 1j;k+ 12 );where1;k = a 12 ;k + a 32 ;k + (a 11;k  12 + a 11;k+12 )   h21e1;k;j;k = aj 12 ;k + aj+12 ;k + (a 1j;k 12 + a 1j;k+12 )  h21ej;k; j = 2; : : : ;m1   1;m1 ;k = am1  12 ;k + (a 1m1 ;k  12 + a 1m1 ;k+ 12 )  h21em1 ;k; = h21h22 :By some minor modications, the discretization could accommodate other combi-nations of boundary conditions on the boundaries  1 and  2. For Dirichlet conditionsat  1 and  2, a suitable grid for 1 would be1;j = jh1; j = 0; : : : ;m1 + 1; h1 = 1m1 + 1 :The resulting alteration of the matrix B would solely bem1;k = am1  12 ;k + am1+ 12 ;k + (a 1m1 ;k 12 + a 1m1;k+ 12 )  h21em1 ;k:For Neumann conditions at  1 and  2, a convenient choice of 1-grid would be1;j = (j   12)h1; j = 0; : : : ;m1 + 1; h1 = 1m1 :This would cause 1;k to change into1;k = a 32 ;k + (a 11;k  12 + a 11;k+12 )  h21e1;k;but leaving the rest of B intact.
SECOND-ORDER HELMHOLTZ SOLVER 93. Preconditioning. We employ a Krylov subspace method to solve the systemof equations. For simplicity and robustness, we choose the restarted generalized mini-mal residual (GMRES(`)) algorithm [SaadSch86], where ` is the restarting length. Forthe iterative method to be competitive, an eective preconditioner is needed. Other-wise the cost of computing the solution would be too high. After preconditioning, theoriginal system Bu = g is transformed intoM 1Bu = M 1g. We construct a precon-ditioner that preserves the block structure of B, thus exploiting sparsity. Moreover,it should be possible to form and apply the preconditioner at low arithmetic costs.To meet these demands, we use a preconditioner [Otto96] based on fast trigonomet-ric transforms [VLoan92], [BaSw91]. The main idea in the design is to approximatethe matrix B with a preconditioner having the same block structure, and where allthe blocks have the same prescribed eigenvectors. These eigenvectors depend on theboundary conditions, but are chosen so that the corresponding similarity transforma-tion is associated with a fast transform.For the discretization matrix B in x2.4, a Dirichlet condition was imposed on  1and a Neumann condition on  2. Hence, a suitable choice for the unitary eigenvectormatrix is Q  [q1; : : : ; qm1 ]; qm =ph1 m;which is connected to a slightly modied [Otto96] sine transform-II [VLoan92]. Forma preconditioner M = tridk;m2(Mk; 1;Mk;0;Mk;1);the blocks of which are diagonalized by Q, i.e.,Mk;r  Qk;rQ;(23)where k;r, r =  1; 0; 1, are diagonal matrices. There are several possible choicesfor k;r. The specic choice k;r = diag(QBk;rQ)minimizes kBk;r Mk;rkF for matrices of type (23), and it also minimizes kB MkF .Observe that the blocks dened by (21) can be rewritten as linear combinations ofouter products qmqm. This means that the matrix blocks (22) corresponding to theleft and right boundaries will be diagonalized by Q. In fact, for a duct with a atbottom, all the blocks in B would be diagonalized by Q, yielding M = B [Otto96].Hence, the operator M 1 is a direct fast Helmholtz solver for rectangular domains.For a duct with a curved bottom, blocks corresponding to inner grid lines will notbe completely diagonalized. However, when the domain is moderately curved, thepreconditioner presumably acts like a viable convergence accelerator.For the Dirichlet{Dirichlet and Neumann{Neumann boundary conditions dis-cussed in x2.4, the eigenvector matrices would rather be chosen as those associatedwith the sine and cosine transforms, respectively. The preconditioners thus arisingwould also yield direct fast solvers for rectangular domains, see [Otto96].For each iteration, the computation x = M 1y has to be performed. Due to thestructure of the blocks of M , it holds that  (Im2 
 Q)M (Im2 
 Q) = tridk;m2(k; 1;k;0;k;1);
10 KURT OTTO AND ELISABETH LARSSONleading to M 1 = (Im2 
Q) 1(Im2 
Q):The computation x = M 1y can now be done in three steps.1. v = (Im2 
 Q)y2. solve z = v3. x = (Im2 
 Q)zStep 2 consists of solving a block tridiagonal system, where each block is diagonal.By permuting the unknowns, we get m1 independent tridiagonal systems of order m2.Steps 1 and 3 consist of m2 sine transforms-II and inverse sine transforms-II of lengthm1. We can utilize fast Fourier transform methods [BaSw91] for computing thesetransforms [Otto96].4. Computational issues.4.1. Resolution. Since the solutions to the Helmholtz equation are waves, itis evident that the grid size h must follow the wavenumber  in order to achieve agiven accuracy. A nave approach would be to use a xed number of grid points perwavelength, i.e., keeping h constant. Bayliss et al. [BaGoTu85a] established thatsuch a resolution criterion is insucient. Instead they presented estimates predictingthat the L2 norm of the error behaves like O(p+1hp) for a pth-order nite elementdiscretization. Similar estimates have been rigorously proved [IhlBa97] for a one-dimensional model problem with Dirichlet{Robin boundary conditions. The estimatesare in accordance with results conjected from numerical experiments [ThoPin94]. Theobjective of this section is to specify convenient resolution criteria, for the nite-dierence discretization in x2.4, resembling those in [BaGoTu85a].The analysis is based on a one-dimensional counterpart of (2), i.e.,  d2vd22   (d2)2v = 0; 0 < 2 < 1;(24)with Robin boundary conditions  dvd2 (0)   id2v(0) =  2id2A;dvd2 (1)   id2v(1) = 0(25)replacing (11) and (14). Note that for a one-dimensional problem, the Sommerfeldcondition (25) is exact inasmuch as it allows only rightgoing waves. Applying thesame discretization as in x2.4 to (24) results in (vk+1   2vk + vk 1)  (d2)2h22vk = 0; k = 2; : : : ;m2   1;(26)  (v2   v1)  id2h22 (v1 + v2) =  2id2h2A;(27) (vm2   vm2 1)  id2h22 (vm2 1 + vm2 ) = 0(28)for the nite-dierence approximation vk  v(2;k). The dierence equation (26) hasthe following characteristic equationr2   (2  (d2)2h22)r + 1 = 0
SECOND-ORDER HELMHOLTZ SOLVER 11with roots denoted by r1 and r2. The rootr1 = 1  (d2)2h222 +r (d2)2h22 + (d2)4h424corresponds to the rightgoing mode; whereas the remaining rootr2 = 1  (d2)2h222  r (d2)2h22 + (d2)4h424is associated with the leftgoing mode. Thus, the solution to (26) isvk = C1rk 321 +C2rk 322 ;where the coecients C1 and C2 are determined from (27) and (28), yieldingC1 =  1 +O((d2)2h22)A; C2 = O((d2)2h22A):Combining this with a Taylor expansion of rk 321 leads tovk = A exp id22;k + i(d2)3h2224 2;k + O((d2)4h32) +O((d2)2h22A):Comparing this with the true solution to (24), i.e.,v(2;k) = A exp(id22;k);we conclude that the leading phase error of magnitude (d2)3h2224 2;k grows linearlyin 2. Furthermore, a reasonable resolution criterion is(d2)3h2224 = ;where  is a given tolerance. Notice that for this resolution we obtainvk = A exp id22;k + i2;k +O( 32 (d2)  12 )+ O( (d2) 1A):When d2 is suciently large and  is less than one, the terms O( (d2) 1A) andO( 32 (d2)  12 ), representing articial reections and amplitude errors, are negliblecompared with the phase error 2;k. Under these circumstances, the phase error is ameasure of the pointwise relative error. Extensive numerical experiments, comparingthe numerical solution vk with the true solution v(2;k), corroborate that the phaseerror prediction above is sharp.Thus, for the two-dimensional problem in x2.4, we are led to the following reso-lution in the 2-direction:h2  (24 ) 12(d2) 32 ; m2   1h2 + 2 :(29)For the 1-direction, the choice of resolution is more subtle. Lacking a more sophisti-cated analysis, a rescaling of condition (29) is advocated:d1  max(d`; dr);h1  (24d1=d2) 12(d1) 32 ; m1   1h1   12 :(30)
12 KURT OTTO AND ELISABETH LARSSON4.2. Complexity. In this section we discuss the eciency of our method re-garding memory requirement and arithmetic complexity. Note that only the highestorder terms will be considered, and that the number of arithmetic operations will benormalized by the number of unknowns m1m2. A complex addition will be countedas two arithmetic operations, a complex multiplication as six arithmetic operations,and a complex division as eleven arithmetic operations.In order to determine the arithmetic complexity, we must specify how the initialapproximation and the stopping criterion are computed. As an initial approximationwe use the preconditioned right-hand side M 1g, which is advantageous if M 1B isclose to the identity matrix. We have imposed the following stopping criterionkM 1(g  Bu(i))k2kM 1gk2 < with tolerance  = 10 4.The arithmetic work can be divided into initialization and iteration. The initialpart consists of forming [Otto96] the preconditioner and factorizing the tridiagonalsystems at a cost of apf = 20 m̂m1 log2 m̂ + 139, where m̂ = 2dlog2(2m1+1)e+1. Thecomputation of the initial approximation is done with a preconditioner solve thatrequires aps = 20 m̂m1 log2 m̂ + 117 arithmetic operations per unknown. The iterativemethod also goes through some initial steps. The cost for these is ain = 2aps+am+10,where am = 40 is the work required for a matrix{vector product y = Bx. Accordingly,the total arithmetic cost for the initialization becomes ainit = apf + aps + ain.The work for one iteration of GMRES(`) is taken as the average over a completecycle of ` iterations, and is given by ait = am + aps + 8` + 44.If we let nit be the number of iterations required for convergence, then the totalwork for solving M 1Bu = M 1g with the GMRES(`) method is ainit + nitait.The memory requirement for our method is mm+mp+mit; where mm = 7m1m2is the number of memory positions needed for the coecient matrix, the right-handside, and the solution; mp = 8m1m2+4m̂m2 is the number of memory positions usedby the preconditioner; and mit = 2(` + 1)m1m2 denotes the storage requirement forthe iterative method. Note that a complex value is considered to take up two memorypositions.In Table 1 our method is compared with band Gaussian elimination, which is thestandard solution technique. The storage requirements have been normalized by thenumber of unknowns. Table 1Comparison of GMRES(`) and band Gaussian elimination.arithmetic complexity memory requirementband GE 8m21 + 27m1 4m1 + 4GMRES(`) 80 m̂m1 log2 m̂ + 540 2`+ 17+ 4 m̂m1+ nit(20 m̂m1 log2 m̂+ 8`+ 201)









λFig. 2. The spectrum of B for d2 = 300; d` = 50; dr = 20; and f = 25: The actual computer is part of the Yggdrasil computing facilities at the Dept. of ScienticComputing, Uppsala Univ.










λFig. 3. The spectrum of M 1B for d2 = 300; d` = 50; dr = 20; and f = 25:The preconditioned spectrum exhibits a high degree of clustering around one, whichis favorable for Krylov subspace methods [Axel94], [Axel88].Since the preconditioner coincides with the discretization matrix for the modelproblem in a duct with a at bottom, it is to be expected that the rate of convergencewill be aected by the geometry. When the bottom of the duct gets more curved,the preconditioner is not as good an approximation of B. Figure 4 shows how thegeometry inuences the number of iterations for GMRES(6). Notice that here thenumber of iterations decreases when the problem size increases (and the duct getsless curved).
















Fig. 4. Number of iterations for ducts where the length d2 is varied. All the other parametersare held constant, d` = 50; dr = 20; and f = 100:
SECOND-ORDER HELMHOLTZ SOLVER 15Another interesting issue is how the frequency aects the number of iterations.This is demonstrated in Fig. 5 for a duct of medium steepness and frequencies in thelow{to{intermediate range.















Fig. 5. Number of iterations for dierent frequencies, d2 = 500; d` = 50 and dr = 20:In Figs. 6 and 7, the results from comparative experiments are shown. The numberof unknowns depends cubically on the frequency and ranges from 7452 to 2563902. Itis clear that our method is more ecient than band Gaussian elimination both regard-ing arithmetic complexity and memory requirement for all problem sizes considered.Furthermore, the relative gain increases as the frequency increases.




















Fig. 6. Arithmetic gain for GMRES(6) compared with band Gaussian elimination.
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1Fig. 8. The solution for f = 25; d2 = 500; d` = 50 and dr = 20: The contour of the duct isalso depicted.





















1Fig. 9. The solution for f = 75; d2 = 500; d` = 50 and dr = 20: The contour of the duct isalso depicted.Note that, for the lower frequency, only one wave mode is transmitted in the narrowpart of the duct. For the higher frequency, several modes are transmitted and interfere.6. Conclusions. We have applied a preconditioned GMRES(`) algorithm to asecond-order nite-dierence discretization of the two-dimensional Helmholtz equa-tion subject to Dirichlet, Neumann, and DtN boundary conditions. The precondi-tioner is based on fast transforms, and results in a direct fast Helmholtz solver forrectangular domains. The memory requirement for the preconditioned method is lin-ear in the number of unknowns. Thus, the sparsity of the original discretization matrixis eciently exploited. Numerical experiments, for a hydroacoustic wave propagationproblem, show that the preconditioned iterative method yields a signicant gain bothin storage requirement and arithmetic complexity, when it is compared with bandGaussian elimination. Especially, the relative gain increases when the wavenumber israised. Moreover, the number of iterations required for convergence grows moderately(or even decreases) as the number of unknowns increases.In order to suppress the phase error, the number of unknowns has to grow cub-ically in the wavenumber due to the second-order accurate discretization. Thus, forhigh wavenumbers, the discretization is less tractable from a computational point ofview. The memory requirement might be a bottle-neck. To mitigate this adverseeect, high-order discretizations will be investigated in a forthcoming paper. An-other pertinent concern is to perform a more rigorous phase error analysis. Furtherdirections of research will also entail applications to heterogeneous media, e.g., caseswhere the sound speed depends on the depth due to temperature gradients, changesin hydrostatic pressure, and variable salinity.Acknowledgments. The authors would like to thank Dr. Leif Abrahamsson forsupplying the grid generation code. The rst author also expresses his gratitude toProf. Howard Elman, who invited the author to a postdoctoral visit at the Dept. ofComputer Science, Univ. of Maryland, where this research was completed.
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